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SPECIFICATIONS

DIMENSIONS

Height: 117 mm
Width: 203 mm
Depth: 17 mm

1. 7” HD touchscreen of just 17 mm thick.

2. Available in brushed black aluminium or   
 real bronze (3 colours).

3. Wall or table version.

4.  Visitors are always perfectly visible thanks  
 to the 160° camera built in to every Fasttel  
 IP outdoor unit allowing you to choose   
 whether to grant or refuse entry.

5. Recording of both image and speech.   
 Each visit is stored on the internal HD and  
 can be used later as evidence.

6. Up to 50 external IP cameras can be   
 integrated. Quad view and manual 
 recording possible.

7. Up to eight controls can be activated from  
 the main screen with one click (via any   
 web relay).

We are often being told that Fasttel 
products just get better and better... 
So every time we come up with something 
new, we have a reputation to keep up.

We have done it yet again with the 
introduction of the VISITOR!

The VISITOR! is an all-in-one device that 
has no equal: among other things, it 
makes recordings of your visitors, displays 
all the cameras around your property, is a 
phone, provides a connection to any home 
automation system, and is an alarm clock. 
Apps from other parties can also be 
installed via the open android structure.

8. 2 inputs for feedback status via hardware  
 LEDs. Very useful for knowing straight   
 away whether gates are open or closed.

9. Hands-free phone with contacts list.

10. Android operating system: installation of  
 third-party apps possible via own appstore!  
 Including home automation apps, SONOS,  
 Skype, heating, internet browser, email etc.

11. Adjustable motion sensor for ultimate ease  
 of use.

 Alarm clock function.

 Can be used with third-party door phones.

 Fits into both modern and classic interior.

 PoE wiring.

 Automatic updates via internet.

 Made in Belgium!

INDOOR STATION

VISITOR!



Finishing: black brushed 
aluminium

Finishing: bronze matte Finishing: bronze gold matte Finishing: bronze rustic matte
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VISITOR!
INDOOR STATION

FTVISITOR-BRFTVISITOR-BGFTVISITOR-BMFTVISITOR-B

WALL OR TABLE MODEL
The VISITOR! can be placed on the wall or on a desk pedestal.

ALL IN ONE INDOOR STATION
7” HD all in one indoor station: videophone, recordings,telephony, 
camera surveillance, relay activations, alarm clock, Android tablet.

STANDARD FINISH:
Black brushed aluminium

3 EXTRA COLOUR VARIATIONS:
Bronze matte
Bronze rustic matte                                
Bronze gold matte



Finishing: black brushed 
aluminium

Finishing: bronze matte Finishing: bronze gold matte Finishing: bronze rustic matte
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FTVISITOR-BG + 
FTVISITORDESK-BG

FTVISITOR-BR + 
FTVISITORDESK-BR

FTVISITOR-BM + 
FTVISITORDESK-BM

FTVISITOR-B + 
FTVISITORDESK-B
FTVISITOR B FTVISITOR BM FTVISITOR BG FTVISITOR BR
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pedestal requires pure craftsmanship.

PURE CRAFTSMANSHIP
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VISITOR!

Up to eight controls can be activated with 
1 click on the main screen (using any web 
relay). 
Status feedback on 2 inputs via 2 LEDs. 
This is really useful to immediately know 
whether gates are open or closed. 
Alarm clock function.
Install your own Android Apps! (not for 
VISITOR! Light)        

MAIN SCREEN                                                                           
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outdoor units with and without a camera.
Choose and click an outdoor unit and the 
VISITOR! makes immediate contact with it.

OUTDOOR UNITS

Records both video and voice.  
Each visit is recorded on the internal or 
microSD memory and can be used as 
evidence at a later time.

RECORDINGS

INDOOR STATION
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Up to 50 external IP cameras can be 
integrated.
Quad playback and manual recording is 
possible.
Click on a camera and it is displayed full 
screen. You can then scroll full screen 
again or go back to quad view.

CAMERAS

Hands-free phone with contact list and an 
overview of all calls. 
Phone conversations can be recorded and 
replayed. 
(Not for VISITOR! Light)

TELEPHONY
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screen.
No separate software or computer required.

SETTINGS



FASTTEL BELGIUM (Headquarters)
Klipsenstraat 18A, 9160 Lokeren   |   T +32 (0)9 244 65 20

info@fasttel.com   |   www.fasttel.com

FASTTEL NETHERLANDS
Heiligenboom 3, 5066 CB Moergestel   |   T  +31 (0)13 513 65 14

info@fasttel.nl   |   www.fasttel.nl

shop.fasttel.com


